AAPS Receives Fourth “50 Fastest Recognition”

Arlington, VA—AAPS is honored to receive a fourth “50 Fastest” recognition for its annual PharmSci 360 conference from Trade Show Executive magazine: Fastest Growing Medical Show By Blended Percentage of Growth.

AAPS received this award May 2 at the Trade Show Executive Fastest 50 Awards & Summit Gala at the Miami Beach Convention Center in Miami.

Earlier this year, PharmSci 360 received recognition as one of Trade Show Executive’s “50 Fastest” growing trade shows in the United States with recognition in three areas: Net Square Feet of Exhibit Space, Exhibiting Companies, and Total Attendance.

“I’m honored so see our meeting receive additional recognition from Trade Show Executive for AAPS’ PharmSci 360 conference,” AAPS Executive Director Tina Morris, Ph.D. said. “Our meeting continues to grow year over year and serves as an important forum for pharmaceutical scientists to stay on top of the latest science.”

For a full list of award recipients and more information about the award, visit www.tsefastest50.com.

PharmSci 360 (October 22-25, in Orlando, FL) is the world’s premier gathering of pharmaceutical scientists. For more information: www.aaps.org/pharmsci360.

###

American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists (AAPS) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit association of more than 7,000 scientists and professionals employed in academia, industry, regulatory, and other research related to the pharmaceutical sciences worldwide. Its mission is to advance the capacity of pharmaceutical scientists to develop products and therapies that improve global health, which members pursue through four peer-reviewed journals and a variety of events in person and online. www.aaps.org